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president’s message

importance of belonging
to the state of organized medicine in general.
Let me share my response
with you:
By definition, general organized medical associations must
find common ground among
some 100 specialty and subspecialty organizations. In addition,
physicians view the world, their
patients, and their profession
differently according to their
age, culture, ethnicity, gender,
national origin, practice locale
and practice modality. Add to
the
mix
the
traditional
CMS President David A. Loiterman, MD, discussed health reform legtown/gown distinctions and the
islation in Washington with Senator-elect Mark Kirk.
very human inclination to assume that our individual view is the only correct
At A recent conference I moderAted,
and righteous perspective, and it becomes increasa participant asked, “Why is the American
ingly evident why dIS-integration is the trajectory
medical Association so weak when it’s supwe are currently following.
posed to be acting on behalf of physicians on
So an admirable attempt to satisfy everyone’s
a national level?”
needs ends in a perverse twist where actually no
While the questioner asked specifically
one’s needs are met!
about the AmA, his question applied equally
(continues on page 2)
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(continued from first page)

the disintegration spiral starts when physicians
perceive little or no value for the time commitment
and/or dues. dissatisfied, they decide to punish
organized medicine and respond with financial
and participatory withdrawal. As a result, your
medical societies become weaker and less able to
advocate; and so circumstances deteriorate further.
reduced membership translates into a reduced
political voice, which amplifies and perpetuates
the cycle.
Seeking refuge, physicians join specialty societies or other professional, cultural, or social
groups that they believe more closely reflect their
own perspective.
While specialty societies definitely have an important role, the end result is further fragmentation of the medical profession. everyone loses, including patients!
Segmental interest groups advocate in Washington, dc, and in state capitols, seeking to advance their perspectives. for example, when Specialty A comes before congress and says it wants
to accomplish X, Y, Z for its membership, Specialty B will come forward and make the same demand. Who benefits when the voice of medicine is
divided? certainly not our patients! With a little
imagination, you can guess whose agendas are advanced when physicians quarrel.
regrettably, there is no easy path to unity. reversing this self-defeating, destructive cycle requires, at the very least, a financial commitment,
and ideally, a time commitment.
rather than competing, our representative or-
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ganizations should be working together, developing innovative governance and operational structures, and seeking every possible means of making
their members’ perspectives heard.
Physicians also should be working together to
educate patients about the current state of
medicare, explaining that we simply cannot provide the best of care if our profession lacks a stable
financial foundation. no amount of linguistic
sleight of hand by politicians, such as renaming
the SGr, or replacing one functional command reimbursement schedule with another, will bring us
a meaningful solution.
organized medicine’s ability to represent physicians and patients remains unsurpassed. A recent
example is the new AmA-drafted legislation that
would give doctors and patients the ability to opt
in or out of medicare on a case-by-case basis and
circumstance-by-circumstance basis. Scheduled
for introduction in congress next year, the legislation encourages mutual accountability, enabling
patients to make more efficient choices concerning
their health and their health care.
So, let me ask: At this critical juncture in history, are
your needs, and by extension, those of your patients,’
best met by punishing or supporting your profession?

David A. Loiterman, MD
President,
Chicago Medical Society
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tips FOr praCtiCe transitiOn

Sharing their expertise on practice transitions for physicians were panelists (from left): Michael Olson, PNC Bank;
Betsy Anderson, Frost, Ruttenberg & Rothblatt healthcare Consulting; Kevin Ryan, Much Shelist; and Dr. Les
Mathers, OSF healthcare. the free program was cosponsored by CMS and the law firm of Much Shelist.

conference guides way through practice
transitions and health care reform
more tHAn 60 PHYSIcIAnS BenefIted
from an interactive program on the complicated
process of buying, selling or merging a practice.
Program panelists led participants through the
maze of health reform legislation, explaining what
reform means for physicians, their practices, and
society in general. moderated by cmS President
david A. Loiterman, md, the panel included
Betsy Anderson, Vice President, frost, ruttenberg
& rothblatt Healthcare consulting; Les mathers,
md, Senior Vice President, oSf Healthcare;
michael c. olson, Vice President of Healthcare
Banking, Pnc Bank; and Kevin J. ryan, chairman
of the Health Law Group, much Shelist.
cosponsored by cmS and the law firm of
much Shelist, the free half-day event took place on
Sept. 29 in oak Brook on the Hamburger University campus.

PROGRAM hIGhLIGhtS:
Implications of health reform legislation
After interest payments, health care delivery is
the second largest component of the federal
deficit. the Patient Protection and Affordable
care Act of 2010 (H.r. 3590) enacted a number of
changes, some having an immediate impact on
practices and patients, and others a much longer
time frame. on the practice side, the Act reestab-

lished the floor on geographic payment adjustments (GPcI) for physician work, and reduced the
GPcI adjustment for physician practice expenses
in low-cost areas for 2010 and 2011.
other changes include extensions of the Physician Quality reporting Initiative (PQrI) and
bonus incentive payments, such as a 10% incentive payment to primary care physicians, beginning in 2011, and 5% incentive payment for mental health services, for 2010. Still pending at press
time, the Act would raise medicaid payments to
family medicine physicians, general internists and
pediatricians for evaluation and management services and immunizations to at least medicare rates
in 2013 and 2014. Another new feature will be a
physician compare website operated by the centers for medicare and medicaid Services (cmS).
the Act also creates a separate accountable care
organization (Aco) demonstration project within
the medicare program, as well as an innovation
entity with the authority to test proposed methods
of coordinated care delivery.
the PQrI will remain voluntary through 2014.
Physicians will be penalized for not reporting beginning in 2015. the Act also extended the
medicare fee schedule until nov. 30.
most of the changes currently being implemented affect insurance companies, said Kevin J.
ryan, chairman of the Health Law Group, much
(continues on page 6)
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(continued from page 4)

Shelist. He predicted that as insurers face higher
costs, they will try to recoup them from physicians.
In addition, with pressure on major insurance
carriers to cut rates, doctors will be seeing more
medicaid patients, since reform legislation significantly expands medicaid-type programs, attorney
ryan added.

Reducing redundancy and inefficiency:
the ACO model
the Act states that “... an Aco shall ... be willing to become accountable for the quality, cost, and
overall care of the medicare fee-for-service beneficiaries assigned to it.” It lays out the following
fundamental Aco components:
l the ability to provide care across a continuum of
settings, including ambulatory and inpatient settings at a minimum.
l the capability for planning budgets and resources.
l Sufficient size to monitor and report on quality
measurements.
the end result could be a health system that
looks more like Kaiser Permanente or mayo clinic, said Les mathers, md, Senior Vice President,
oSf Healthcare. different types of payment will
be bundled for the entirety of care. Specific
episodes of care will no longer be billed and de-

Program moderator, Dr. David Loiterman, (right) talks
to a physician attendee during a break in the practice
transitions program.

livered in isolation. Hospitals will coordinate
care through the cost structure, delivery of services, and quality initiatives, dr. mathers explained.

Making a practice transition
Anyone making a transition should first consider the implications of health care reform, future reimbursement, and shift to the Aco model.
despite the attention on Acos, attorney ryan
believes that physicians will have other practice
options. Scheduled to come out in 2012, the Aco
regulations will need to accommodate all practice
types and systems around the country, rather than
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(continued from page 6)

“Make sure you know what you want and that it’s reflected in the documents you’re signing...you can’t rely on
verbal assurances,” a panelist advised conference attendees.

impose one employment system type on all physicians. He further stated that Acos will have to
overcome a number of existing regulations.
other practice transition considerations include
the financial, legal, regulatory and human resource implications. doctors should be up-to-date
on trends in practice, such as hospital employment, super group, and concierge practice.
Having social and professional connections to
referring doctors, and others who send patients
to physicians, is also critical, moderator dr. Loiterman emphasized. He noted that connections
are especially important for physicians transitioning from structured environments, like hospital systems, to solo practice, or those leaving educational or training environments, to practice on
their own.
Ultimately, whether leaving a practice, merging,
selling, or joining another organization, doctors
should really think it over and over, dr. mathers
said. “In real estate they always say ‘location, location, location.’ for physicians, it should be ‘culture, culture, culture.’”
He advised them to “develop a good feel for
where the organization is going, its continuity of
direction, decision-making process, and management style.” All these must mesh with one’s own
philosophy and those of peers and associates.

how is a practice evaluated?

according to michael c. olson, Vice President of
Healthcare Banking, Pnc Bank.
frequently, evaluators will look at practices in
terms of cash flow, replacement value, and value
to a strategic partner. they will offer a range, not
a set number, for instance, offering to acquire the
practice at the 90th or 95th percentile of a range.

Panelists’ words of advice
the program concluded with each panelist describing the most important thing for physicians
to know when making a practice transition:
l LeS mAtHerS:
It’s the culture you’re going
into. that’s the key for everything.

KeVIn rYAn: making sure you know what you
want and that it’s reflected in the documents
you’re signing. I frequently hear people say, “Well,
I’ve dealt with these people. they’ve given me
verbal assurance.” five years down the road completely different parties may be involved, so you
can’t rely on verbal assurances. If it’s not in the
documents when people go back to look, it doesn’t
exist.
l

BetSY AnderSon: consider the tax implications of a transition on monthly and annual income. How will reimbursement affect the overall
scheme of things?
l

mIcHAeL oLSon: It’s important to work with
a banker who has expertise in the health care field,
who is experienced in underwriting and reviewing deals on a daily basis.

l

many people hire a third party to evaluate a
practice. the evaluation is generally based on revenue trends, payer mix, history, and related items,
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OBserVing FirstHand

a day at stroger Hospital:
cMs mini-internship educates lawmaker
officer, ccHHS; Johnny c. Brown,
chief operating officer, Stroger
Hospital; and randall mark, director
of Intergovernmental Affairs and
Policy, ccHHS; participated in the
roundtable discussion, along with
drs. dray, Keen, and cybulski. A
cmS member of 20 years, dr. cybulski is chairman of the division of
neurology. dr. Keen is chairman of
the department of Surgery, Stroger
Hospital.
the mini-internship concluded with
discussion on health care legislation
among rep. feigenholtz, ceo William
During her CMS-sponsored mini-internship at Stroger hospital, t. foley (ccHHS); and mr. mark.
Rep. Sara Feigenholtz (D-12th), left, confers with Dr. Philip B. Dray,
CMS treasurer; Dr. Richard Keen; Randall Mark, Director of Intergovernmental Affairs and Policy, CChhS; and Dr. terry Mason,
Chief Medical Officer, CChhS.

Participants host roundtable
on emergency room issues

Patients ineligible for medicaid
are the largest population seen at Stroger
Hospital’s emergency room. many show up

cmS recentLY ArrAnGed for reP. SArA
feigenholtz (d-12th) to meet personally with top
administrators and physicians at Stroger Hospital
(continues on page 10)
to learn first-hand the challenges confronting patients and doctors who deliver care at the frontlines.
Her visit on oct. 1 was sponsored
by the cmS mini-internship Program,
an ongoing mentoring project that educates legislators on the realities of
practicing medicine.
Hosted by cmS treasurer and
district 6 trustee Philip B. dray,
md, chairman of the Stroger division of ophthalmology, the internship included a roundtable discussion, tour of the eye center, trauma
center, emergency room, and several
operating rooms, where rep.
feigenholtz watched richard Keen,
md, perform vascular surgery, and
George cybulski, md, remove a
brain tumor.
From left: Dr. Philip B. Dray, Rep. Sara Feigenholtz, and Dr. Richard
terry mason, md, chief medical Keen. Dr. Keen is performing vascular surgery.
Chicago Medicine, No. 9, 2010
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OBserVing FirstHand

(continued frm page 9))

with diagnoses and prescriptions from other
hospitals, or counties, along with mapQuest
directions for finding Stroger Hospital, according to roundtable participants who met
with rep. feigenholtz. they call this practice
of redirecting patients “risk dumping” or “risk
transferring.”
As a result of the associated delays in care,
Stroger handles the most medically complex cases.
In 2009, 200,000 patients were seen in the hospital’s
er, of whom 80% were uninsured. for the 13
months ending in July 2010, comparisons by payer
type showed cash receipts of $88,486,028 from
medicaid; $30,047,948 from medicare; 5,367,817
from third-party payers; and $2,575,779 from selfpay patients.
due to limited resources, the hospital must ration some care, participants told rep. feigenholtz.
for patients and physicians in this milieu, there really is no prevention side to health care.

Here’s How you can sIgn up...
tHe cmS LeGISLAtIVe mInI-InternSHIP
Program matches legislators and civic leaders
with physicians for one day. the goal is to expose lawmakers and leaders to the realities of
medicine, allowing them to witness the complexities of daily practice. In fostering two-way
communications, the Program can broaden the
perspective of all participants. thus, as cmS
members become better acquainted with legislative responsibilities, legislators can deepen
their understanding of the impact of legislation
on health care delivery. the program also positions cmS as a local resource on health policy
issues, paving the way for more informed discussion among legislators.
For information on the CMS Legislative Mini-internship Program, contact Ashley Robbins (312)
670-2550, ext. 326; or email: arobbins@cmsdocs.org.
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praCtiCe management

national health care update
kicks off fall lecture series
tHe cHIcAGo medIcAL SocIetY recoGnIZeS
that physicians have needs outside the clinical
practice of medicine. With this in mind, the Society is continuing its informative practice management series for physicians.
the lecture series kicked off on Sept. 30 with
discussion of the national health care reform effort,
led by mark reiboldt, Vice President for coker
capital Advisors.
mr. reiboldt described legislative forces reshaping and influencing the health care industry. Attendees gained an understanding of key
provisions and requirements of the new health
legislation, including the effect of new policies
and procedures on the practice of medicine.
mr. reiboldt explained how physicians can incorporate essential provisions into their daily
practice routine. Understanding these changes
will prepare physicians for the challenges and
opportunites ahead, he stressed.
the lecture took place at maggiano’s Banquets,
in chicago.

Mark Reiboldt, Vice President for Coker Capital Advisors, describes legislative forces reshaping and influencing the health care industry during a CMSsponsored practice management lecture.

training your staff to increase
efficiency, and enhance the
patient encounter

eND-OF-LIFe CARe COALItION hONORee
CMS Public Service Award Recipient (2009) Dr. Julie
Goldstein, left, was honored for her work with the
Chicago end-of-Life Care Coalition on the organization’s 10th anniversary benefit, Aug. 28. Offering their
congratulations are Dr. Joanne Schwartzberg, Director
of Aging and Community health, AMA, and Dr. Joel
Frader, Pediatric Palliative Care, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine.

PHYSIcIAnS mUSt fInd tHe tIme And fUndInG
to train staff if they want to maintain efficiency
and effectiveness in their practice operations and
patient encounters, according to Sue Hertlein,
manager of research and analytics for the coker
Group.
Speaking during a cmS-sponsored practice
management session, at maggiano’s Banquets, on
oct. 26, ms. Hertlein helped her physician audience to: identify the benefits of effective staff training; explore steps for developing staff training
programs; assess and prioritize the practice’s training needs; design and implement a training program; understand the correlation between staff
training and customer satisfaction; and apply best
practices and helpful tools to staff/patient interaction.
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isms Update

Upcoming veto session may impact physicians
tHe ILLInoIS GenerAL ASSemBLY WILL meet
for several days from mid-november through
early december to consider Governor Quinn’s vetoes and other unfinished business. Several issues
affecting Illinois physicians and patients may arise
in this year’s veto session. At the top of the list is
the Illinois medical Practice Act, which must be renewed before year’s end 2010 in order for physicians to practice medicine with a valid license. the
Act is likely to undergo change as a result of recent
public debate regarding physicians who are registered sex offenders, in addition to other alterations. ISmS is actively involved in this process
and will work to ensure that provisions of the Act
will be fair and responsible.
ISmS is also working to secure an override of
Governor Quinn’s veto of SB 2635, a bill designed
to clarify that allied health professionals may be
employed by physicians, in order to help hundreds of allied health professionals statewide keep
their jobs and benefits.
other potential challenges in the veto session
include ISmS-opposed legislation to license directentry midwives with minimal training (not to be
confused with certified nurse midwives), and a
measure to address reimbursement rules for hospital-based physician out-of-network services received at in-network health facilities. ISmS has
been negotiating with stakeholders on this issue
for months, and will continue to work toward a
resolution that is fair to patients and physicians.
Watch for updates at www.isms.org as the veto session unfolds.

you time and money as you search for a solution
that fits your practice
this guide, called “electronic Health record
Incentives for Physicians,” provides an
overview of what incentives are available for
what periods of time, provides information
about how to qualify for them, helps you navigate the process of purchasing an eHr system,
and more.
It is available to ISmS members only, and can be
accessed by visiting www.isms.org and clicking on
“for Physicians> Practice resources.” ISmS members with questions about eHr implementation
can always call the division of Health Policy research and Advocacy at (800) 782-4767, ext. 1470,
or e-mail advocacy@isms.org for assistance from
ISmS’ knowledgeable staff.

isMs offers help for aspiring eHr
“meaningful users”
In 2011, medicare will begin providing financial
incentives for those physicians implementing
and demonstrating meaningful use of electronic
Health record (eHr) systems for years 2011
through 2014.
fortunately, ISmS members do not have to wonder how they earn these incentives. ISmS’ division of Health Policy research and Advocacy has
produced a comprehensive guide to demonstrating “meaningful use” of an eHr system, saving
Chicago Medicine, No. 9, 2010
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san diegO preVieW

aMa interim meeting focuses on advocacy
ILLInoIS deLeGAteS PArtIcIPAted In tHe
2010 Interim meeting of the AmA House of delegates (Hod), held nov. 6–9 in San diego, california. focused on advocacy issues, pursuant to
Policy G-600.052, the meeting opened with an
interactive discussion on the AmA’s 2011 strategic plan.
events included caucuses on the unique interests and concerns of private practice physicians,
and how to connect federation members to disaster preparedness and response activities.
the Litigation center held an open meeting to
discuss state medical society challenges to state
seizures of physician insurance funds, scope of

practice issues, and “red flags” regulation
against physicians.
other sessions addressed personalized health
care, estate planning, advanced care planning,
health It, eHr incentive programs and their impact on the physician practice.
Various groups were active as well, such as the
organized medical Staff and International medical Graduates Sections, consortium on minority
Affairs, Women Physicians congress-Women’s
caucus, and Senior Physicians Group.
A report on the AmA Interim meeting will appear in the next issue of the Chicago Medicine
newsletter.
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Health Law

Peer Reviewed.
Stephen T. Moore
Jeffry S. Spears
Philip R. Frankfort
Kristine Pihl Youman
Terry D. Anderson
David M. Allen
Terrell J. Isselhard
Neville M. Bilimoria
Patricia S. Hofstra
Nicholas J. Lynn
John J. Mangan
Timothy J. O’Brien
David C. Hall
Roy M. Bossen
Edmund Gronkiewicz
Kurt L. Hudson
Clare Connor Ranalli
Kenneth A. von Kluck
Michael B. Brohman
Michael G. Erens
Marvin Kamensky
Philip L. Pomerance
Sherwin R. Rubinstein
Michael F. Anthony
Robert J. Pristave
Michael V. Favia
Fredric J. Entin
Jane K. McCahill
Daniel S. Reinberg
Judith Schwartz Sherwin
Michael E. Reed
Richard H. Sanders
Roger R. Clayton
Douglass A. Marshall
Laura A. Petersen
Murvel Pretorius, Jr.
Matthew B. Smith
James D. Broadway
Christopher L. Nyweide
Keith E. Emmons
Richard T. West
Renee L. Monfort

These lawyers were recommended by their peers
to be among the TOP LAWYERS in Illinois.

Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP
Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP
Holmstrom & Kennedy PC
Holmstrom & Kennedy PC
WilliamsMcCarthy LLP
Baker & Daniels
Chuhak & Tecson PC
Duane Morris LLP
Duane Morris LLP
Duane Morris LLP
Dykema
Fletcher O’Brien Kasper & Nottage PC
Hall Prangle & Schoonveld LLC
Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP
Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP
Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP
Holland & Knight
Howard & Howard Attorneys PLLC
Kamensky Rubinstein Hochman & Delott LLP
Kamensky Rubinstein Hochman & Delott LLP
Kamensky Rubinstein Hochman & Delott LLP
Kamensky Rubinstein Hochman & Delott LLP
Kamensky Rubinstein Hochman & Delott LLP
McDermott Will & Emery LLP
McGuireWoods LLP
Michael V Favia Law Office
Polsinelli Shughart PC
Polsinelli Shughart PC
Polsinelli Shughart PC
Shefsky & Froelich Ltd
Vedder Price PC
Vedder Price PC
Heyl Royster Voelker & Allen PC
Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP
Quinn Johnston Henderson Pretorius & Cerulo Chtd
Quinn Johnston Henderson Pretorius & Cerulo Chtd
Quinn Johnston Henderson Pretorius & Cerulo Chtd
Sorling Northrup Hanna Cullen & Cochran Ltd
Livingston Barger Brandt & Schroeder
Meyer Capel PC
Meyer Capel PC
Heyl Royster Voelker & Allen PC

Rockford
Rockford
Rockford
Rockford
Rockford
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago/Lisle
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Lincolnwood
Lincolnwood
Lincolnwood
Lincolnwood
Lincolnwood
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Peoria
Peoria
Peoria
Peoria
Peoria
Peoria/Springfield
Bloomington
Champaign
Champaign
Urbana

815.490.4903
815.490.4907
815.962.7071
815.962.7071
815.987.8963
312.212.6513
312.444.9300
312.499.6758
312.499.0180
312.499.6731
630.577.2818
312.704.3297
312.345.9600
312.704.3067
312.704.3051
312.704.3218
312.263.3600
312.456.3402
847.982.1776
847.982.1776
847.982.1776
847.982.1776
847.982.1776
312.984.7635
312.750.8616
773.631.4580
312.819.1900
312.819.1900
312.819.1900
312.836.4179
312.609.7640
312.609.7644
309.676.0400
309.674.1025
309.674.1133
309.674.1133
309.674.1133
309.674.1144
309.828.5281
217.352.1800
217.352.1800
217.344.0060
SM

A lawyer CANNOT buy the distinction of being a Leading Lawyer. This distinction
was earned by being among those lawyers who were most often recommended by
their peers in statewide surveys. Respondents COULD NOT recommend themselves
or lawyers at their law firm. For a complete list of all Leading Lawyers and to view
profiles of the lawyers listed on this page, go to www.LeadingLawyers.com.

SM

312.644.7000

LeadingLawyers.com
A Division of Law Bulletin Publishing Company – est. 1854
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Don’t let your next case of red eye make you red in the face
–ophthalmology tips for the pediatrician and PcP
cHIcAGo-AreA PedIAtrIcIAnS And PrImArY
care providers recently gathered for a cmS-organized program on the management of patients
with conjunctivitis. Presented by mark L. Silverberg, md, director of Pediatric ophthalmology, at
Santa Barbara cottage Hospital, the program drew
more than 85 attendees.
Participants reviewed the major classes of ocular anti-infectives, their mechanism of action and
role in promoting pathogen resistance; the growing prevalence and risk of methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (mrSA) infection; strategies
to minimize and manage resistance in conjunctivitis; importance of carefully selecting an antibiotic
agent and medication compliance; and practical
treatment approaches to optimally manage bacterial conjunctivitis.
dr. Silverberg is assistant clinical professor at
Keck School of medicine, University of Southern
california, as well as a principal investigator for
research programs in the ophthalmology department at Sansum clinic, in Santa Barbara.
the program also targeted nurse practitioners,
physician assistants, and health care providers involved in managing patients with conjunctivitis.
Jointly sponsored by the University of massachusetts medical School office of continuing education, and Strategically Speaking, Inc., an independent medical education provider, the program
took place on oct. 18, at Harry caray’s restaurant,

in chicago. Bausch & Lomb, Inc. provided an educational grant.

Drug resistance in communityacquired conjunctivitis
IncreASInG WorLdWIde, reSIStAnce to
antibiotics can develop in different ways: during
inappropriate systemic use, patient noncompliance with treatment; and during agricultural
usage. other contributing factors include the
usage of broader-spectrum antibiotics, increased
international travel, and chronic low-dose ocular
use of fluoroquinolones.
once almost exclusively confined to the hospital setting, drug-resistant organisms are now
more frequently isolated in community-acquired
disease. Although conjunctivitis is almost exclusively a community-acquired disease, multiple
studies during the last 10 to 15 years have reported an increase in drug-resistant and even
multi-drug-resistant organisms.
In light of emerging resistance to older antibiotics, the availability of newer therapeutic options is crucial to managing bacterial conjunctivitis. for optimal patient results, primary care
providers (PcPs) who are responsible for managing this disease should educate themselves on
all new medications, including their side effect
profiles and efficacy.

group purchasing plan welcomes cMs members
cmS memBerS Are eLIGIBLe for dIScoUntS on medIcAL ProdUctS And SerVIceS,
thanks to a new partnership between cmS and ccPA Purchasing Partners, LP, (ccPAPP), a physician buying group for all physician practice types. formed in 1999 in response to the rising cost of vaccines and
medical supplies, ccPAPP invites all cmS physicians to enroll in the group.
ccPAPP offers upfront discounts on merck and Sanofi Pasteur vaccines, medical-surgical supplies,
office supplies, medical waste disposal, medical record storage, and temporary staffing. ccPAPP also
hosts events and seminars to assist physicians in managing their practices.
through mcKesson medical-Surgical, a national distributor, physicians can save on products and services and work with expert staff to custom-design programs for reducing supply costs, streamlining
workflow, and expanding patient care services. mcKesson also assists practices in uncovering business
opportunities, in the laboratory, or in ancillary services. With distribution centers across the U.S., delivery is available next day, five days a week. Practices can place orders with their local mcKesson account
manager, or with a customer service rep via telephone, fax, online or barcode scanner.
For information on enrollment, partnership eligibility, and products and services, please contact Vince DeLuca at (773) 868-8008.
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Get comprehensive and competitively-priced
physician malpractice insurance protection
that fits your needs from “A” (Excellent) rated*
Professional Solutions Insurance Company.
To learn more, call 1-800-718-1007, ext. 9172,
or visit www.psicinsurance.com.

INSURANCE
COMPANY

* Malpractice insurance is underwritten by Professional Solutions Insurance Company, 14001 University Ave., Clive, IA 50325. Professional Solutions Insurance
Company is rated “A” (Excellent) by A.M. Best for financial strength and operating performance. A.M. Best ratings range from A++ to S. ©2010 NFL 9172 ALL
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gOOd FOr aLL

creating a mentoring culture in a medical practice
By Karen Codere
SUcceSSfUL comPAnIeS UnderStAnd tHe
importance of building a mentoring culture. that
is especially true for medical practices intent on attracting and retaining in-demand physicians,
nurses, and technicians.
A mentoring culture creates an environment in
which less experienced employees who show potential for advancement have access to career guidance and advice. this fosters peer learning and career development while introducing mentors —
typically senior-level staff—to new techniques or
diagnostic principles.
Generation Y employees (people born during
the 1980s and early 1990s) typically value personal
job satisfaction over a feeling of loyalty to an organization, so mentoring can help them connect to
the practice. Being paired with a seasoned staff
member allows them to gain insight into business
practices that otherwise could be overlooked.
mentoring can be especially useful in transferring valuable institutional knowledge from retiring employees to younger ones.
Here are several things to consider when implementing a mentoring program:
teaming up with the best mentor
employees should be paired with a mentor who is
not an immediate supervisor. this makes it easier
to create an environment of open communication
in which concerns from mentees can be aired and
mentors can offer advice on everything from procedures to office politics.

l

how to approach the program
mentoring programs can be formal or informal,
though medical practices may consider taking a
middle-of-the-road approach.
for example, employees may be more open to
the concept if they have an opportunity to select
l

their own mentor. creating comfortable relationships is key to a successful mentoring program.
for organizations with multiple locations,
technology, such as video conferencing or email, can be used to ensure regular communications.
Setting goals is a good way to make sure the
mentoring relationship is effective. these objectives must be attainable to help maintain an employee’s interest and enthusiasm for the program.
managers should periodically evaluate the program and tweak it, when necessary. formal or informal surveys can determine if mentees are gaining what they need. encourage open and honest
feedback.
Reverse mentoring
mentoring is not just for the up-and-comers. experienced physicians can gain valuable knowledge
from less-experienced staff. Younger employees
often are technologically savvy about computers,
the Internet and other electronic devices to access
databases, update information, and schedule appointments.
As more physicians move toward electronic
medical records, younger staff can easily adapt to
new systems and help smooth transitions.
It takes time to build a great culture. eventually,
medical practices that support these important
connections will benefit with more productive and
happier employees.

l

Karen Codere is a senior human resource specialist at
Administaff, a national professional employer organization that offers small- and medium-sized businesses employment administration and benefits management,
helping to reduce liabilities and improve productivity.
For more information about Administaff, call (800)
465-3800 or visit http://www.administaff.com.
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CaLendar OF eVents
december 15
cmS executive committee meeting
8:00-9:00 a.m.
cmS Building

“As physicians,
we have so
many unknowns
coming our way...

december 15
Board of trustees meeting
9:00-10:00 a.m.
cmS Building
January 12, 2011

One thing I am
certain about
is my malpractice
protection.”

ISmS executive committee meeting
12:00 p.m.
ISmS Headquarters
January 19
cmS online executive committee meeting
8:00 a.m.
January 19
chicago Gynecological Society
6:00-8:30 p.m.
maggiano’s Banquets, chicago
January 29

Medicine is feeling the eﬀects of regulatory and
legislative changes, increasing risk, and proﬁtability
demands—all contributing to an atmosphere of
uncertainty and lack of control.

ISmS Board meeting
9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
ISmS Headquarters

What we do control as physicians:
our choice of a liability partner.
I selected ProAssurance because they stand behind
my good medicine. In spite of the maelstrom of
change, I am protected, respected, and heard.

Lots oF Issues abound.
Let us Hear From you.

I believe in fair treatment—and I get it.

For more information, please
call our staﬀ at 312/670-2550.

go to www.cmsdocs.org
and cLIck on

presIdent’s bLog.
Professional Liability Insurance & Risk Management Services
ProAssurance Group is rated A (Excellent) by A.M. Best.
www.ProAssurance.com.
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ChicaaGGourmets!
ourmets! & Culinary Historians of C
Chicago
NAHA
5 N Clark, Chicago
500

JU
UST
ST A
AWARDED
WARDED A MIICHELIN
CHELIN STA
TAR
AR!
SATURDAY, JANUARY 15, 2011
12:30 P.M. LU
UNCHEON
NCHEON A
AND
ND BOOK SIIGNING
G N IN G

2008 JJames Beard Award Winner Chef Carrie
C
Nahabedian

Guest of Honor Joan Rear
Reardon
rdon

A Always,
As
Always Julia Lun
Luncheon
ncheon

Signin
Signing
ng and Talking About
About
A Always, Julia
As

W
Wines
selected by M
Michael
ichael Na
Nahabedian
ahabedian
FIRST COURSE
Salad of Frisée and Slab Bacon,
B
C
Coddled
Hen’s Egg with Blac
Black
ck Truffles,
Fines Herbes and Foie Gra
Gras
as Toast
SECOND COURSE
Scallops Provençall
THIRD COURSE
Aged Moulard Duck Bre
Breast
east
with Brussels Sprouts, Che
Chestnuts,
estnuts,
Young Turnips and Car
Carrots
rrots
DESSERT
Baba au Rhum with Pine
Pineapple
eapple
Coffee and Tea Servi
Service
ce

Joan Reardon is the author of numerous books
books,
s, including
M.F.K. Fisher, A Stew
M.F.K.
Sttew or a Story: An Assortment
Assortmen
nt of Short
Works by M
M.F.K.
.F.K. Fisher,
Fish
her, and Julia Child, and Alice Waters
Waters,, for
which she was nomi
nominated
inated for a Julia Child Cookb
Cookbook
ook Award.
Her most noteworthy
y book is the biography of MFK
MFKF,
KF, P
Poet
oet of
the Appetites: The Lives and Loves of M
M.F.K.
.F.K. Fisher.
F
Her
current book, As Alw
Always,
ways, Julia, continues her def
definitive
finitive work
about titans off the culinary
cu
ulinary world
world.
Whether you follo
followed
owed Julia Child voraciously fro
from
m the 1961
publication of her fir
first
rst cookbook or only just disc
discovered
covered her
through the 2009 mo
movie
ovie “Julie & Julia,” this new book
bo
ook offers a
fresh look at the life and
a career of this beloved chef and author,
told through her corre
correspondence
espondence with a longtime frie
friend.
end.
As Always, Julia: The
T Lett
Letters
ers off J
Julia
ulia Child & Av
Avis
vis DeVo
DeVoto
Voto
will be av
available
ailable for purchase and signing.
ng.

Chicago magazin
magazine
ne
Bestt off the Midwest” GQ
B
“…the spirits
s
have been smiling on NAHA…dishes
AHA…dishes sparkle
with Mediterranean flavor and
d flair…”
Esquire
Esq
quire Magazine Best New Resta
Restaurants
aurants 2001
“NAHA
A is solidly installed on the city’s
s restaurant ‘A-List.’”
‘A
Gourmet
Gourm
ett M
Magazine
agazine Guide to American’s
s Best Restaurants
2002
“Chicago’s
“C
Chicago’s reputation for stellar food has been
immeasurably
imm
easurably enhanced…” Conde Nast Traveller

C aGGourmets!
Chica
ourmets!

Hosts Don Newcomb
b & Jim Price

aLL cMs MeMBers anD tHeir
gUests
receiVe
tHe
DiscoUnteD
cHicagoUrMets MeMBer Price!
Join Chica
aGGourmets!
ourmeets!
Membership
is $45
per yearr per household.

Please reserv
reserve
e online at www.ChicaG
www.ChicaGourmets.org
Gourmets.org Discov
Discover,
ver, Master Card and Visa
V
accepted.
Prepaid reserv
reservations
ations mu
must
ust be rreceived
eceived by 1/10/11; no
o refunds after that date.
Reservations
Reserv
vations are secured with recei
receipt
ipt of payment on a first
first-come
t--come basis. Events often sell outt early!
DonaldNewcomb@att.net
DonaldN
Newcomb@att.net Tel: 708-38
708-383-7543
83-7543
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
——————————
——————————————
———————————————
——————————————————————
—————————
For non-in
non-internet
ternet reserv
reservations,
ations, mail to: ChicaGourmets!
C
Premier Bank,
k, 1210 Central A
Ave,
ve, Wilmette,
e, IL 60091

NAHA Reserve ___
____
__ at $79 per ChicaGourmets & CMS
CHC member, ___ at $89 perr non-member,
non
inclusive = $ ___
________
______ enclosed.
01/15/11
_____ Members
Membership/Renewal
ship/Renewal payment enclosed
ed ($45)
Name(s)
Address
City/State

Email:
Zip

Phone #
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CLassiFied adVertising
Personnel wanted
INFeRtILIty SPeCIALISt GyNeCOLOGISt
needed in the chicagoland area. Please send
cV to (847) 398-4585 or email to Administrator@networkgci.net.
UROLOGISt OR UROGyNeCOLOGISt
specializing in urinary incontinence in the
chicagoland area needed. Please send cV to
(847) 398-4585 or email to Administrator@networkgci.net.
MOBILe DOCtORS, A PReMIeR COMPANy
specializing in home visits, seeks one full- time
and one part-time physician to do house calls.
no evening work or on call. medmal Insurance, mA and company car are provided. email cV to nick at nick@mobiledoctors.com or
fax to (312) 284-4755. call nick at (312) 8485319 for more information.

Office/building
for sale/rent/lease
tURNKey FULLy FURNISheD AND FULLy

equipped medical office for rent. three new
exam rooms. Located at 4112 n. Lincoln Ave.,
chicago north center. Available 12/1. established location. excellent opportunity for internal medicine or family practice. call (773)
883-4444.

portunity is being offered at $950,000. contact terry flanagan at 1(877) 988-0911 or
email: terry@practicebrokers.com.

BUSy MeDICAL AND DeNtAL CeNteR FOR
rent at 63rd and Ashland for $1,800. Ideal for
home health/ physician/dentist. call (773) 4128452.

MeDSCRIBBLeR. the eMR eVeRyONe
has been waiting for!!! e-prescribing, practice
management and mobile multi-locations. Increase income and quality of care today!!! Go
to www.medscribbler.com or call (866) 3506337.

SPACe FOR ReNt. WINNetKA PROFeSsional center. Great downtown location. two
available suites can be rented separately or together for up to six operatories. call (847) 4460970 for details.

Practice for sale
VeRy PROFItABLe NeUROLOGy/PAIN
management practice for sale. this practice
integrates neurology, medical and pain management specialties for diversified medical
conditions. Average services $1.9m over the
last five years with $500+K owner’s discretionary income. real estate available. this op-

Business services

PhySICIANS’ AttORNey—exPeRIeNCeD
and affordable physicians’ legal services including practice purchases; sales and formations; partnership and associate contracts; collections; licensing problems; credentialing; estate planning and real estate. Initial consultation without charge. representing practitioners since 1980. Steven H. Jesser (800) 4240060; or (847) 212-5620 (mobile); 790 frontage
rd., Suite #110, northfield, Ill., 60093;
shj@sjesser.com; www.sjesser.com.
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Beautiful Medical Office in Glenview Available
Furnished medical office for lease in the Glen. Phone
system, broadband, utilities included in rent.
Surrounded by many physicians, this 1935 ft² office has all
the amenities.
Custom built in 2005. 4 exam rooms: built-in desk, exam
table, BP machine. Stand-up workstations along hallway,
1 private office, locked storage closets. 2 restrooms,
kitchen, phlebotomy/lab area.
Time share divided into 11 sessions/week; Minimum of
two ½ days per week. Rent for two ½ days: $800/month.
Perfect for physicians with established practices elsewhere
who want to be available to patients living on the North
Shore.
Available September 2010. Info. call 847-998-0010.
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For information on placing a
classified ad,
please go to www.cmsdocs.org
(under “advertise in
chicago medicine” on home page)
or contact: Scott Warner at
swarner@cmsdocs.org
(312) 670-2550, ext. 336.
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Tame the beast.
Running a practice is getting more complicated – and frustrating. And in
your gut, you know that buying and managing expensive software won’t
make it any simpler. Join 24,000 other providers who use our web-based
services for practice management, electronic medical records, and patient
communications and we’ll unleash your practice’s potential. More money.
More control. Beast tamed.

To learn more call 800.981.5085
or visit www.athenahealth.com/tamethebeast

MORE MONEY
MORE CONTROL

